
Tornado
the ally of pastry chefs



TORNADO COMPACT
The Tornado Compact is a table-top planetary mixer, perfectly adapted to small work environments. 
To be placed on a work bench, a cooling working table or even an oven support, the Tornado Compact 
is the ally of all the pastry chefs : reliable, robust and quiet, it is ideal for creams, mixes and doughs of 
different densities and consistencies. 

 STOP FLOUR DUST !  

Aware of the dangerous impact of volatile flour dust on the bakers’ 
health, Bertrand-Puma has integrated into the Tornado Compact, a 
food-grade transparent - anti-spattering of flour - plastic cover lid, that 
ensures a safe usage for the operator and allows to keep an eye on the 
preparation at all times.

It includes a removable spout, easy to clean, for the addition of 
ingredients without stopping the machine.

 VERSATILITY AND PERFORMANCE

Ideal for daily moderate productions, Tornado Compact combines  
compactness and performance. It includes in standard 3 stainless steel 
tools : a flat beater, a whisk and a spiral. They are easily placed/removed, 
even when the bowl is already fitted. These tools allow Tornado Compact 
to handle a wide variety of mixtures.

 EASY  MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

The design and the materials used in the conception of the Tornado 
Compact were considered to make the cleaning easier. The stainless steel 
tank ensures a perfect hygiene while facilitating the daily maintenance of 
the machine. 

The cleaning of the tools is very simple thanks to their intuitive and quick 
locking system.



 AN OPTIMAL CONSTRUCTION

Robust and quiet, Tornado Compact has a food-grade, epoxy-painted, steel frame, as well as a shockproof thermoformed 
ABS top cover. The machine is equipped with three fixed vibration-dampener feet, and a forth adjustable foot at the rear, 
that ensures a perfect stability of the planetary mixer. The stainless steel bowl is monobloc and has two handles. It is 
easy and quick to hook thanks to the two locking levers on its sides. 

The electromechanical control of the Tornado Compact allows a continuous speed variation of the tools. It works with 
a manual cycle or an automatic cycle with a timer. 

 OPTIONS

A stand is available, as an option, to facilitate the movement of the Tornado Compact.

A 12 L bowl reduction is also sold as an option. 

The                    range gathers several equipements adapted 
to the smallest work environements.
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Tornado Compact

Electrical supply 220V / MONO / 50Hz

Power (kW) 1,1

Electromechanical control 

Transparent cover anti-spattering of flour 

Tools (flat beater, whip and spiral) 

Stand for Tornado Compact €

12L bowl reduction €

Diameter of the bowl (mm) 320

Bowl height (mm) 300

Weight  (kg) 100
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standard       €  option payante

Overall max. height
(lid opened) : 981 mm


